
 

 

 

St James’ Church of England Primary Academy 

Minutes of Curriculum Committee Meeting Monday 30th September 2019 4pm Staff Room 

 Present    

Val Powis (VP) (Chair) Esther Vaughan (EV) Alastair Brown (AB) 

Jeremy Payne (JP) Principal Nikki Bowen (NB) Revd. John Pares (RJP) 

   

Clerk: Brian Townshend   

 
 
Start time: 4.00pm 
 

 Minutes Action 

1. Welcome and Opening Prayer   
VP welcomed everyone to the meeting and said the opening prayer. 
 

 

2. 
 

Apologies and absences 
Apologies were received and accepted from Martin Leamon, Sally Wood and Jonathan 
Perkins. Rob Woolner was absent.  
  
 

 

3. Pecuniary/Personal Business Interests  
There were no changes.  
  

 

 

4.  Agree Minutes of the Last Meeting on 13th May 2019 
The minutes were agreed and signed by the Chair as a true and accurate record.  
 

 

5. Matters arising & actions from the meeting on 13th May 2019 (not in agenda items) 
ACTION: JP to provide an updated Staff Subject Lead list for 2019/20.  
ACTION: JP to review the Link Governor Visit Monitoring Form.  

 

JP 
JP 

 

6. Agree Terms of Reference  
The Clerk presented an updated version of last year’s Terms of Reference which was 
discussed.  
ACTION: The Clerk is to make the following changes and to circulate to members prior to 
ratification at FGB: 
1. Add wording to reflect the scope of reviewing the Quality of Education. 
2. Amend wording referencing the School’s Vision and Purpose reflecting the recent 

work by the Vision and Strategy working party. 
3. Simplify the format and make consistent with other Committee ToRs.  
 
 

 

 
 

 
Clerk 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



7. Pupil Performance 
JP referred Governors to the letter from Judith Ramsden, Corporate Director, Children’s 
Services, BCP dated September 2019 regarding the Academy’s 2019 results. He reminded 
Governors that the data is not yet validated and that there are some inaccuracies.   
 
EYFS outcomes have dipped from 87.7% to 76.3% for GLD (Good Level of Development). 
JP advised that the cohort had very specific needs (4 x ECHPs (Educational Child 
Healthcare Plans); 2 x LAC (Looked After Children) and two others who had been 
considered for ECHPs) and that whilst these were addressed throughout the year there 
had been a number of challenges and that 76% would have been the optimum 
expectation, even with the SLT providing additional support.  
  
EV asked whether this trend will continue throughout the school, JP replying that whilst 
this is a baseline there are plans in place to help manage both those specific pupils and 
other children who are now in Year 1.  JP also advised that a non-English speaking and 
potentially autistic young pupil has joined the Academy this term within that same high 
needs year group, which has caused some initial disruption to class behaviour. The SLT 
are currently providing support to the teaching staff and developing a plan to implement 
a change of approach with appropriate interventions. An interpreter is being sought to 
translate important documents. 
 
EV asked about progress being made by pupils across year groups. JP advised that in last 
year’s KS2 results a number of Year 6 pupils had been very close to meeting expected 
standards and with hindsight possibly could have been enabled to do so if there had not 
been so much of a need to focus on the four very high need children who did make the 
cohesiveness of the year group challenging. Lessons have been learned for the future. 
When asked, JP advised that this was not necessarily a resource issue but more one of 
focus and the need for clear plans and regular problem solving. 
 
VP asked whether there is a lack of physical space for the provision of quieter areas and 
whether the sunshine room is being fully utilised. JP confirmed that there is a lack of 
space which is a constant issue. Quotes are being obtained for installing new doors in the 
corridor which will reduce noise disturbance and also bring greater control to adults over 
the physical space – i.e. it will prevent a child from being able to run the length of the 
building. The sunshine room is being used regularly, particularly by the SEND TA for small 
group work.  
 
When asked about external support available AB advised that there are very good links 
with The Linwood Teaching School.  
EV asked what is required from Governors regarding the Year 1 situation, JP replying that 
awareness, understanding and support were all welcomed, particularly for the Year One 
teachers and TAs. 
 
JP has reviewed overall performance data and compared this with other sources, 
contesting the comment from BCP that KS2 boys’ performance is below the national 
average in reading at the expected standard. He also highlighted that at KS1 both boys 
and girls achieved better combined results than the national average but that attainment 
at greater depth is below national average in all subjects for all pupil groups, which is a 
concern. Plans are already in place to address this. To summarise, there was a good 
overall performance at the expected standard but less good at greater depth. Boys 
outperformed girls. 

 



 
JP outlined the comparative performances for boys and girls at KS2. Combined results at 
greater depth are above the national average. A few girls narrowly missed out by one 
mark.   
 
VP asked about the current Year Six, JP responding that they are more settled and that 
he is confident for the year ahead.  NfER outcomes (the standardised score tests that the 
Trust require all schools to complete) are showing good progress. The first set of SATS 
papers are awaiting marking. When asked, JP reminded Governors that SATS test results 
are more important for the Academy than the individual pupil, in many respects.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  

8. Pupil Attendance 
JP advised Governors of the satisfying attendance statistics received, showing an 
improvement from 3.8% in 2017 to 3.3% in 2019 (vs. a national average of 4.2%) for age 
range absence analysis data. The % no. of persistent absences has reduced from 7.9% to 
6.6%. 
JP advised that the contribution of the Family Support Worker, Kate Goode, has made a 
positive impact. The first fines have recently been issued after a defined process and the 
topic of absenteeism was discussed at parent briefings. JP hopes and expects the 
improving trend to continue.  
RJP asked for clarification regarding the use of fines and VP asked for more specific 
clarification of Kate Goode’s involvement, which JP answered.   
  

 
 

 

9.  Curriculum Update 
JP advised Governors of the newly introduced ‘ARK’ PHSE curriculum based on the 
concept of ‘Acts of Random Kindness’ and the three key tenets of love, forgiveness and 
hope being explored in termly six-week modules. This is a progression from Jigsaw and 
has been inspired by Claire Jarvis, an ex-parent supply teacher who specialises in pastoral 
work, and who has trialled this program with those high needs Year 6 children last year 
and developed the curriculum into a whole school, layered progressive scheme.  She will 
be working alongside and training teachers how to deliver and to use consistent positive 
language. EV asked JP whether it would be possible for Claire to present at a forthcoming 
FGB.  
ACTION: JP is to contact Claire Jarvis and also advise Governors of the forthcoming 
parents evening which she is attending. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JP 

10.  SIAMS 
AB advised Governors that he, NB and RJP had recently met with the worship leader, Viv 
Hurley, and that they will shortly review the 2019/20 action plan. AB is well prepared for 
a healthcheck visit planned for 03/10 by Sue Bowen, a P&WDAT SIAMS inspector. NB is 
working with Julie Coleman from BCP who will be making a day visit on 17/10 to observe 
collective worship.  Viv Hurley, AB and NB are running a Spirituality Day in November.  
AB invited Governors to collective worship assemblies.  
ACTION: AB to add Collective Worship Monitoring forms to Dropbox.  
 
EV asked for clarification of the nature of the Awards Worship assemblies which AB 
provided. 
 
AB advised Governors that the Academy is well prepared for the seven aspects of the 
SIAMS inspection due in March 2020 although collective worship requires more 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AB 
 
 
 
 
 
 



evidence. ACTION: The Mission statement is to be updated on relevant documentation 
following the recent Vision and Strategy work wherever appropriate.   
 

AB 

11. Governor Link Visits 
Action 110319:2 The Clerk advised that he has received SW’s monitoring visit report 
from last Spring term which has been added to Dropbox. Closed. 
 
VP advised that there is a need for a new Link Governor for music. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

12.  Policy Reviews 
The updated Collective Worship policy was discussed and agreed, subject to an update to 
the Mission Statement and deletion of reference to Jigsaw. ACTION: AB to finalise.  
 

 
 

AB 
 

13. Correspondance 
There was no correspondence. 
 

 

14.  AoB 
At VP’s request it was agreed that future Curriculum Meetings will start at 4.30pm.   
ACTION: Clerk to amend records.   
 

 
 

Clerk 

15.   Date of Next Meeting 
Monday 25th November 2019 at 4.30pm. AB will represent JP who is on a residential trip. 
 

 

16.  Close of Meeting and Grace 
VP led Grace and closed the meeting at 5.30pm. 
  

 

 

 

Date 
Raised: 

Action description: Who 
by: 

110319:2 Link Governor Monitoring Reports: SW to conduct her monitoring visit w/c 
18/03. Update 13/05: SW to conduct her visit w/c 20/05. Update 24/05: SW to 
update. Update 30/09: SW has provided her Spring Term Art & DT Monitoring 
report which the Clerk has added to Dropbox. Closed.  
  

Closed 

300919:1 Staff Subject Leads: JP to provide an updated Staff Subject Lead list for 2019/20. 
 

JP 

300919:2 Link Governor Visit Monitoring Forms:  JP is to review the wording. 
 

JP 

300919:3 Terms of Reference: The Clerk is to make various changes and circulate to 
members prior to ratification at FGB. 
 

Clerk 

300919:4 ‘ARK’ Curriculum: JP to contact Claire Jarvis regarding a Governor presentation 
and is also to advise Governors of the forthcoming parents evening which she is 
attending. 
 

JP 

300919:5 SIAMS: AB to add Collective Worship Monitoring forms to Dropbox.   
 

AB 



300919:6 SIAMS: The Mission statement is to be updated on relevant documentation 
following the recent Vision and Strategy work wherever appropriate.  
  

AB 

300919:7 Collective Worship Policy: AB to update with the new Mission Statement and 
delete reference to Jigsaw. 
 

AB 

300919:7 Curriculum Meeting Start time: Clerk to amend records to 4.30pm.    
 

Clerk 

 


